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In this issue of Neuron, Rinberg et al. show that mice
use a speed-accuracy tradeoff in odor discrimination.
Shorter sampling results in high performance for easy
problems, and enforced longer sampling results in
higher accuracy for difficult problems, but mice freely
choose intermediate sampling durations and accuracy
varies with difficulty. Reward value and task require-
ments may determine sampling time choice and per-
formance levels.
In most sensory tasks, quick decisions often come at the
expense of accuracy, particularly for difficult-to-identify
stimuli. In the more difficult cases, longer sampling of
a stimulus before decision making often leads to better
identification, and thus a greater likelihood of a correct
response. This set of phenomena is described as
a speed-accuracy tradeoff. It is most likely to occur
when there is something to be gained from response
speed, such as more frequent chances to obtain a
reward.
While it has been a matter of laboratory lore among
rodent researchers that a rat or mouse can identify an
odorant in one or two sniffs, there was little quantifica-
tion of this phenomenon until the past few years. Two
studies published in the last three years raised a contro-
versy (Abraham et al., 2004; Uchida and Mainen, 2003).
Uchida and Mainen concluded that rats can perform
odor discrimination tasks with sampling rates of less
than 200 ms, which suggested that one or two sniffs
is adequate to get a good enough odor sample. (Rats
and mice often sniff at 6–12 Hz during odor sampling,
which means that each discrete sample lasts 80–
160 ms.) The rats in their study were trained to respond
in a short time and to initiate trials as quickly as they
could, and the results showed that for ‘‘hard’’ mixture
discrimination, performances failed to reach the level
of the ‘‘easy’’ mixture discrimination. This suggested
that there might be a general tradeoff between the
speed with which rats were encouraged to perform
the discrimination and how accurate they were at doing
so. The second study (Abraham et al., 2004) showed
that in a different task, mice required 70–100 ms more
sampling time for difficult odor discriminations to attain
the same high performance levels (>90% correct
choices) as with easy ones. This suggested that the
mice needed 1–2 sniffs for the simple task and 2–3
sniffs for the more difficult task. In spite of the fact
that these two studies led the authors to opposite con-
clusions, it has been suggested that they actually show
the same speed-accuracy tradeoff (Friedrich, 2006;
Khan and Sobel, 2004), but the question has remained
open as to whether rats or mice really use such a
strategy.
A study in this issue of Neuron by Rinberg et al. puts
this controversy to rest (Rinberg et al., 2006). In a set
of beautifully designed experiments, Rinberg and col-leagues show that when mice are trained to sample an
odorant for longer than they normally would choose to
do so in a two alternative choice paradigm (ZAC), they
show higher performance rates on difficult odor discrim-
inations. However, when allowed to choose their own
sampling duration in a reaction time paradigm (RTP),
they sniff the odor just long enough to make a good
enough decision (w275 ms on average). This results in
lower performance scores for difficult odor discrimina-
tions and higher scores for easy ones. In fact, the au-
thors show that there may be no controversy at all,
and that both of the previous sets of results (Abraham
et al., 2004; Uchida and Mainen, 2003) can be predicted
by taking small slices of the response space covered by
their study (see Figure 7 in Rinberg et al., 2006).
Despite this report having elegantly solved the main
controversy, there may yet be a few unresolved issues.
One of the more interesting results to come out of this
study is that mice do not aim for 100% accuracy when
allowed to choose their own sampling rate, as we neu-
roscientists often assume that they do. They instead
maintain a relatively stable sampling rate over task dif-
ficulty (240–360 ms, or 2–3 sniffs, depending on the in-
dividual mouse), which results in lower reward levels for
hard-to-discriminate odorants, in some cases as low as
50%. These same mice can attain accuracies of 70% to
90% for the more difficult pairs when they are made to
sample the stimuli for longer times, suggesting that,
when given the choice, they settle for the shorter sam-
pling time, which results in a good enough reward level
with a minimum amount of effort. All three of the studies
that have examined this effect in rats and mice have
used water deprivation as a motivator that makes the
reward (water) related to homeostasis. Can these in-
dividual sampling rates be significantly extended by
manipulating the reward level, using a secondary re-
inforcer such as sucrose or smaller or larger water
drops? If the mice are maximizing payoff, with larger re-
wards they should sniff for a shorter time, while with
smaller rewards they should sniff longer to operate at
higher accuracy and increase the reward. (Note that
the highest performance scores are reached in the
go-no-go (GNG) task, where only 50% of the trials
can be rewarded.) If reward level does not affect sam-
pling duration, then the individual choices in sniffing
time should remain unchanged. Of additional interest
would be influences from the level of water or food
restriction.
There is another important difference between the
current study and that by Abraham et al. (2004). Rinberg
and colleagues used the ZAC paradigm and Abraham
et al. used a GNG task (or more precisely, a Stay/No-
Stay task). While the distribution of results is compara-
ble between the two sets of experiments, the behavioral
components are markedly different for each of the two
tasks and likely produce the need for different cognitive
or neural processing strategies. The GNG task allows
each odor stimulus to be identified with discrete motor
responses and reward outcomes. In the ZAC, accurate
discrimination requires that each odor elicit a similar
Auditory Filters, Features, and
Redundant Representations
Responses in auditory cortex tend to be weaker, more
phasic, and noisier than those of auditory brainstem
and midbrain nuclei. Is the activity in cortex therefore
merely a ‘‘degraded echo’’ of lower-level neural repre-
sentations? In this issue of Neuron, Chechik and
colleagues show that, while cortical responses indeed
convey less sensory information than auditory mid-
brain neurons, their responses are also much less
redundant.
Recent years have seen a steady and sustained increase
in the number of studies aiming to understand the work-
ings of auditory cortex, but despite many ingenious
experiments and meticulous studies, auditory cortex re-
mains much less well understood than its visual coun-
terpart. It is as if each new experiment uncovers a new
and sometimes unexpected piece of a great puzzle,
but so far the various pieces steadfastly refuse to fall to-
gether to form a coherent picture. Thus, central auditory
processing seems a great deal more complicated (or, as
auditory researchers would put it, a great deal more ‘‘in-
teresting’’) than its visual counterpart. The gaps in our
understanding of the auditory system are particularly
marked in the field of auditory object recognition. Visual
objects lend themselves to stylized representations, for
example through line drawings, and ever since Hubel
and Wiesel’s classic work, line segments and edges
have been recognized as ‘‘archetypal’’ low-level visual
features. They are easily detected by simple cells in pri-
mary visual cortex while complex cells signal their
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278motor response that leads to the same reinforcement for
the mouse. We speculate that there may be an added
savings in the GNG task that makes the discrimination
and response easier. The mechanisms may involve
some of the areas that are connected in feedforward
or feedback arrangements with the olfactory bulb or cor-
tex (Shipley and Adamek, 1984; Sobel et al., 1998). For
most of the mice in the Rinberg et al. ZAC, while the an-
imals enjoy better accuracy with longer sampling, the
accuracy levels for the most difficult task are not as
high at asymptote as those for the easiest task. Further-
more, sampling time increases are larger than in the
prior study (on the order of 200–500 ms). In the Abraham
et al. GNG task, accuracy is close to 100% with 70–
100 ms longer sampling times for the more difficult dis-
criminations.
One issue that the increase in sampling times for
harder odor discriminations addresses is time evolution
of spatial and temporal structure of odorant representa-
tions (Friedrich, 2006; Spors and Grinvald, 2002). In ze-
brafish these patterns evolve into more specific repre-
sentations by about 400 ms and can persist for up to
1.5 s, but the question has arisen that if an animal can
do the discrimination in a very brief time, what are these
extended temporal codes used for? They could be used
for representation of more specific odor features or even
behavioral elements associated with the odorants, as it
appears that mice do gain something with extra time. It
has been shown that disruption of fast oscillatory coor-
dination among insect antennal lobe projection neurons
impairs fine odor discrimination, and, inversely, en-
hancement of fast oscillatory coordination among mam-
malian olfactory bulb mitral cells improves fine odor dis-
crimination (Kay and Stopfer, 2006). What is needed is to
examine the system physiology during the two different
tasks in intact animals to determine whether and what
central structures might be differentially involved in
each task. Are sustained oscillations produced in re-
sponse to difficult-to-discriminate odorants during the
extra sampling time, similar to those seen in locusts,
honeybees, and zebrafish (Kay and Stopfer, 2006; Lau-
rent, 2002)? Owing to the disparity in time increases
for the two tasks, we ask whether the system is doing
the same thing during the extra 200–500 ms in the ZAC
as it is doing during the 70–100 ms in the GNG task.
We suspect that the performance improvement in the
GNG task does take large advantage of the inputs to
the olfactory bulb from higher-order reward and cogni-
tive circuits, as we have shown previously (Kay and
Freeman, 1998; Martin et al., 2006). In this case, the stim-
ulus would not be processed separately from its mean-
ing, and its neural representation would involve a net-
work extending beyond the olfactory structures.
Finally, since we know that mice and rats can be very
good at discriminating very small differences among
odorants, we ask whether the tasks that we neurophys-
iologists use are the best ones for evaluating perfor-
mance ability in these animals. The tasks certainly
help us to uncover the behavioral and physiological
mechanisms that can operate in this system, but what
else can the system do? Is it that mice only strive for
adequacy, or that our means of assessing their abili-
ties only encourage them to rise to the level of good
enough?Leslie M. Kay,1,2 Jennifer Beshel,1,2 and Claire Martin2
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